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L Introduction
We consider here the interaction of certain reductions with the #-redaction O~x.M)N-~ [N/x]M
(substitute N for occurrences of x in M). Given a term in the typed ~-caleulus, any sequence of
#-reductions must eventually terminate; this is referred to as the strong normalizabilityof the term, or
in this paper, simply normalizability. It is often useful to consider other reductions in addition to the
B-reduction. The most cl~sieal example is
kx.Mx -~ M when x is not free in M

@-reduction)

Other reductions arise when considering terms extended with the constants left, right and pair, and
the reductions:
left (pair x y) -~ x

(L-reduction)

right (pair x y) ~ y

(R-reduction)

pair (left z) (right z) -~ z

(P-reduction)

Most works on the typed lambda calculus consider norm~liT~qb/lity for only the #- and r-reductions,
for example, [1] and [6]. Using a standard technique for proving strong normalizability [8], it is not
difficultto show that applying ~-, L-. and R- reductions in addition to #-reduction stillleaves all terms
strongly normallzable. It is more difficultto show this when P-reductions are added to the set [2],
[4]. It is also possible to handle these reductions by generalization of the notion of type [7], A
different approach to proving normalizability has been applied to the L- and R-reductions [3]. The
goal here is to have a general theory that allows us to adjoin new reductions to the #-reduction, and
by simple structural erJmlnstion of the new reductions, ascertain that terms remain normalizable in
the new system. To do this, we have developed a new strategy for proving strong normalizabiHty,
which as a special ease yields an independent proof of normaliz~biHty of terms under #-reduction.
While we use the pa/ring reductions to exemplify the general results, the emphasis/s on clarifying the
properties of reductions that allow the proof of normalizabiHty.
In the next section, we develop a general technique for proving that a union of well-founded
relations is well-founded, given original relations that are well-founded and whose interaction obeys
certain conditions. The third section gives a precise meaning to the term "reduction ~, and provides
results that are helpful in proving the conditions required for the well-foundedness results. In the
following section, we show that a broad class of reductions, including the union of the #-, L-, and
R-reductions, has the normaH~bility property. The f'mal section considers reductions having other
properties; this classincludes the 7- and P-reductious.

°Part of this work was done at Harvard UniversiW, where the author was ~upported by an IBM graduate
fellowship.
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2. Well-foundedness of a union of relations
2.1. Delayability
Let "+t denote a relation, ~ i its reflexive transitive closure, and ~'i its transitive closure. We shall
inves~gate the consequences of the following condition on relations.
clef
Defiaitloa A relation -~0 is delayable past 41 via "*2 *~
M - , 0 M' "*l M" ~ 3 N ' , N": M - ~ I N' .00 N" and M" .02 IV"
D
The following definition is standard.

def

Definition A pair of relations -~0, "~1 is commutative o M "*i Mi, i = 0 and 1 ~ 3M2 : M i -~l.i M2
[]
Lemma 1 Suppose that
"~0 is delayable past "*1 via -'2,
.0i, .02 is commutative for both i = 0 and l,
"~'k, .02 is commutative for either k = 0 or l,
" i is well-founded, i = 0 and 1.
Then "*01 ~ "*00"*I is well-founded.
Proof Sxtppose we have an infinite path in "~01. Because the "~t are individually well-founded, there
are an infinity of alternations between -'0 steps and -~1 steps. We may write the path in the form:

M0-~1MI ~o M2 ~1 M3 70 • • •
The crux of the proof is that we can shorten M 1 7 0 M 2 by one step, and obtain another infinite
seqnence. W h e n there is only one "~0 step between M I and M 2,and it is shortened, we have extended

MO .01 Ml by one more -q step. The ability to do this indefinitely denies the well-foundedne~ of -q.
Look at the term N l just preceding M 2 in the sequence, and the term IV2 just following M 2. Using
delayabil/~y:
"N'I-~0 M2 "1 N2 =~ :IPI' /'2: JVI ~1 PI .00 P2 and N 2 .02 P2

Then by using the commutativity conditions starting with N 2 "~1 M3 and N2 - ' 1 / 2 , we can get a new
infinite sequence by extending the "ladder" one step at a time:

.Uo .01 M1 "0 2Vl -'0 M2 ~1 ~2 "t M3 70 M4 7~

" ' "

where the relations i are "~2- By positive commutativi~, P2i÷~l ~ P2/+~, and so the new sequence is
indeed not eventually constant. As we claimed, either the first set of "~0 steps has been shortened, or
the firstu~ of -q steps has been lengthened (perhaps from zero to one).
[]
Corollary' 1 Suppose that "~0 is delayable past "I via =, and that "~i is well-founded for i = 0 and I.
Then -~0U-~1 is well-founded.
Proof Apply the Theorem, because -,. = is commutative for any relation -~.
[]
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The following result is useful in establishing the delayability properties of a union of relations
(simple proofs ate left to the reader).
Proposition 2.1

If -~0 and 41 are delayable past 42 via "3 for i = 0 and 1, then -~00-q is delayable

past -'2 via -'3.
n

2.2. Weak Commutativity
When "~I is not equality,the commutativity of ~0, "~I may be proved by using a property of the
relations "*0. 41"

Definition An (ordered) pair of relations -*0, -~1 is positire weak commutative~f
M . I M ~ ~'= 0 and 1 ~ aM2 : M~ ~,o g 2 and ~ 0 - ~ ~ M2

(Weak commutat/vity is the same except that ~ 0 is replaced by "~0.)
In addition to 1his property that involves the pair, it is convenient to work with a relation that has the
following property.
Definition A relation -~ is bounded del ~ VM : any -~ path from M has at most v(M) steps.
n
Lemma 2 Suppose that
"*0, "~1 is positive weak commutative.
"~0 is bounded.
Then ~0, "~1 is commutative.
Proof Proofs omitted in this paper that appear in the full paper [5] are indicated by o.
O
Corollary 2 If -,,-~ is weak commutative and -~ is bounded, then -~,-~ is commutative.
O
These results show that the issue of commutativity of a transitive closure reduces to the issue of
(positive) weak commutativity and boundedness. Proofs of (positive) weak commutativity are often
aided by:

Proposition 2.2 If -~0,-~1 aP-.d40.-~2 are (positive) weak commutative, then -~0,-~lU~2 is (positive)
weak commutative. If -~0,-~2 and -~1,-~2are (positive) weak commutative, then -~0U-~l,-~2 is (positive)
Weak commutative.
[]
Boundedness is often proved using the following property of a relation.

Definition A relation -, has finite degree ~ f vM, there are a finite number of N such that M-~ N.
[2
Proposition 2.3 If a relation is well-founded and has finite degree, then it is bounded.
Proof This is equivalent to the well-known result that an infinite tree with finite branching has an
infinite path.
[]

Proposition 2.4 If -~0 and -'1 have finite degree, then so does -~0U-,1.
[2
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2.3. SMmmary
The results of the rest of this paper will be concerned with proving the hypotheses of the result
below, for various families of relations.

Definition A family { ")i }iEI ° f relations has ~n#e at~lication
V.4# 3 a finite set I M : in any path beginning at M, each step ")i has iE IM.

[]

Proposition 2,5 If { -)i }/EI has finite application and each -)i has finite degree, then "%0 has finite
degree.
[]
Lemma 3 Let { ")t }tEI be a family of relations over a well-ordered index set L and let ")0o ~ O i ")i.
Suppose, with cases a) and b):
{ -)J }~¢I has finite application.
v i : ")i is well-founded.
v i : -)i has finite degree.
Case a) Vi<j : -),. is delayable past -)j via =.
Case b) Vi<j : -)j is delayable past -)j via -)?
vi< j : -)i,-)j is positive weak commutative.
Vi : ")#-)i is weak commutative.
Then ~

is weB-founded.

O

Definition A relation -) is Church-Rosser clef "),-) is commutative.
[]

Corollary 3 Let { -)i }l~ 1 be as in Lemma 3, and suppose that in addition to previous hypotheses, we
also assume that -)~-)j is weak commutative, V id. Then - ~ is Church-Rosser.
O
Because of this result, we shall also be able to obtain general results for Church-Rosser properties of
~-reduction adjoined by other reductions. Again, the emphasis will be on finding simple structural
characteristics of the rules which guarantee the property.

3. Reductions
In this section, we will give a technical meaning to the term "reduction", as a type of relation on
expressions in the typed X-calculus. In the first subsection we discuss congruence closure; in
particular, we are interested in proving delayability and weak commutativity properties of a relation
from related properties on simpler relations. The next subsection discusses substitution and the third
uses substitution and congruence closure to define reduction. The final subsection considers a
situation in which a delayability condition is easily proved.

3.1. Congruence Closure
We ~h~!l work with relations -)0 that have been defined beginning with a "top-level reduction" _)0.
Examples oJ.~ top-level reduction are the B-, s)-, and pairing reductions mentioned in the in~oduction.
These relations may extended over expressions as follows:

Definition CYiven a relation _)0 on expressions, the congruence closure ~0 of -)0 is defined inductively
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on ~ m ~

by ~/-~0 ~V
- M-,O ~ or

- M = MIM2, N = NIN2, M i . ~ o N I a n d M j = N/for ~j, or
- M = ~ = % , ~ = Xx.No and ~ 0 "~o JV~

D
Proposifloa 3.1

The congruence closure of the (reflexive) transitive closure is the same as the
(reflemve) transitive closure of the congruence closure.
E]

Proposition 3.2 The congruence closure of -~00-~1 is -,00-h.
D
By .~0 we mean the reflexive transitive closure of .,0; by -~(~ we mean the relation referred to by the

above proposition. The notation -,~ means "0 - .~0. As always, we are concerned with unions,
delayability,commutativity, and finitedegree.
Proposition 3.3

If .~0 is delayable past -'I via -'2 and -,~ is deiayable past .~1 via "2, then -~0 is

delayable past "1 via "~2E]
Proposition 3.4
conunutative.

If -~0,-h and .~_~I are (positive) weak commutative, then "~'~I is (positive) weak

E]
Proposltlon 3.5 If _,0 has finite degree, so does ~,~
K]
The proofs of all of these are by induction on terms.
3 . 2 . Substitution

The definitions in t l ~ subsection will be used throughout this paper.
Definition A substitution s is a function mapping a finite set of variables to expressions, preserving
~2pe.
n
Thus, we may speak of Dora(s) and Range(s). It is often convenient to denote a function using
specific variables and expressions. We use the notations

[Mix] "- {<x,M>},[ldilxl]"= {<x~Mi>}l,etc.
We also use the set operations on the functions, such as U and -. We often need to remove a point
from a domain, for which we use the notation s-x --"s--{(x,sx)}.

W e denote the free variablesof an expression M by FV(M), and extend this notation to FV(s),
me~n{ng the union of free variables of elements of Range(s). This is useful in defining how a
substitution acts on an expresion:
Definition Inductivelyon terms:

sc ~- c

for constants

sx --" sx if x~Dom(s)
x otherwise

for variables
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s(MIM2) "= (xt/l)(sM2)

for applications

sO~x~o) "- Xy.(O-xu [y/x])Mo)

for abstractions

O
For variables x¢ Dom(s), it is not clear whether sx refers to the result of applying s as a function or of
doing the substitution. But the result is the same in both cases and the ambiguity is inconsequential.
Note that substitution into abstractions is somewhat arbitrary. We view it as being well-defined only
up to --a, the equivalence relation obtained by aUowing reJ~amlng of bound variables. When we use
"=" for expressions, we implicitly mean =a- Using these defimtions and notation, top-level B-reduction
is correctly defined by the rule:

O~.=~v-,o [N/x]M
We shall view/~-reduction in a somewhat different way in the next subsection.

3.3. Substitutive Closure
In this subsection, we formalize "reduction'. We s~art with the following notion.
Definition A reduction set ~ is a set of pairs of expressions ~P,Q) where for every such pair in ~ :

type(J') = type(Q) and FV(P) ~ Fv(Q).
[]
For reasons that will become apparent, when (P,Q)E~, P is called a pattern and Q is a replacement.
We may view ~ as a relation on expressions. The first step is to get a new relation from it.
Definition Given a reduction set ~ , the substitutive closure of ~ , .~m is given by
M - ~ Nodef 3 a substitution s and ( P , Q ) ~

: Dom(s) = FV(P), M = sP, and N = sQ

[]
Any .~lt defined in this way is by definition a top-level reduction.
Reduction sets are often parameterized by type. For example, let:
~q =" { (Xx.qx, q): q is a variable of type ~, ¢ any type } and .,4 -- .m~
(In general, a subscript on a reduction set will be used as a superscript on -~ to indicate the
corresponding top-level reduction.) The beauty of this approach to the definition of reductions is
that the usual side condition for ~-reduction, ~x~ FV(q)", is not necessary because substitution renames
bound variables to avoid the free variables of a term to which it is applied. Thus -~ is in fact the
familiar top-level ~-reduction. The reader may define sets ~L, 9~R, and ~ r that generate the usual L-,
R- and P-reductions.
How does ~-reductien fit this scheme? The idea is to parameterize the reduction set by syntax as
well as type. For example:

~

~- { (CAx.M)q,[q/x]M) : M is an expression, q, x are variables }

The reader may verify that this corresponds to the definition of _~0 given in the previous section.
Aside from the unified approach, the reason for such a view of ~-reduction will become more
apparent when we consider more subtle versions of [RdS.
The motivation for the terminology of this section is the following definition and result.
•
. ,
def
Definition A relation ~s suoslttu/ire ~, M-* N ~ sM-, sN, for any substitution s.
E~
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Proposition 3.6 Given ~, -,~ is substitutive. If ~/is substitutive, -,~ = 82.

D

F~n~uy, a reducn'onis a relallon that is the congruence closure of a top-level reduction. Reductions
are thus substi~ulive:

Proposition 3.7 If .~0 is substitutive, so is - ~
D

3.4. Trivial Replacements
One of the conditions for Proposition 3.3 holds for all of the reductions in this paper.
des
Definition A n expression is tridal ~ it is a variable.
D
The reduction sets ~ , ~L, ~R, ~ P all have trivial replacements. This property enables a simple proof
of one of the delayability conditions.

Proposition 3.8 Let S 0 have trivial replacements, and H 1 be arbitrary. Then .~0 can be delayed past
-~1 via =.
[]

4. Stratification
4.1. Positive ~-reduction
In this subsection we shall consider a subrelation of fl-reduction, as the first and most direct
application of the ideas of the previous sections. We shall give all results without proofs, because they
are special eases of more general results that we will be presenting in later subsections. The results
given here may be proved without much difficulty; the only problem is in defining a relation for

which potiti~e weak commutativity holds. The key is this:

JR#+ "--{ ( (Xx.U)q, [e/x]M > ~ ~# : x~FV(M) }
The l'earn~inder of "~t8arises by union with "~1~ where:

~DO -'- { ( (kx.p)q, p ) : p, q, and x are variables }
In later subsections, we shall consider the union with "~#0" It is useful to stratify ~I#+ as follows:

~l~+~ "- { < (Xx,~q, [q/x]M > e 91B+ : typeO, x_M) = ¢ }
Our strategy is to extend a partial ordering on types to a well-ordering. Specifically:
def
Definition Inductively on type, ¢c'r ~,
u = ¢ o r f ='r1-~¢2 and crc'r t, i = 1 or2.
[]
The well-ordering on ~ypes becomes the index set I of Lemma 3. The condition i < j in the hypothesis
there will translate into u ;6 r here, so that any linearization of the partial ordering will suffice.
In the following summary of results, we shall use the convention % -~ "~B+a and -,~ ~ -~fl+a.
T h e family { -~ ~r has finite application.
For any type ~r, % is well-founded and has finite degree.
If tt = ¢rl-~ 2 and ~r1, lr 2 ~ *'. then 4tr is delayable past % via -%.
If a ~ ~'. then % # t is positive weak commutative.
For any type , , -~,.-** is weak commutative.
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Since erl-~ 2 = ¢ ~ 4" ~ ¢I. ¢2, ¢r ~e ¢. We can indeed apply I.emma 3, and conclude that -~#+ is
well-founded and Church-Rosser. The results listed above from an outline for the rest of this section.

4.2. Conjugation
Working through the proof of positive weak commutativ/ty of % , % for ¢,er reveals that pc~itivity
results from the fact that no free variables are dropped by a reduction. This is not true for ~ 0 . SL,
and S R, and podfivi~y fails in these cases, though we can prove weak commutativity. The trick is to
augment these reductions by others, in order to get delayability and positive weak commutafivity. As
an example~, we define S . v so that when y~FV(M) UFV(Q) and x~ FV(M):

(Xy.Xx.e) #Q -,'¢ O,y.[Q/x]M)~v
In other words, we allow the positive S-reduction without doing the ~0-reduction to expose the
abstraction Xx.M. Note that this rule is sound, because it is given by

(~yAx.M)NQ ~aO O~x.M)Q- ~ [Q/x]M (-~0)-10~y.[Q/x]M)N,
where -1 denotes the inverse relation. The sequence -~a0-~#+(-~#0)-1 yields the term conjugation.
The reasoning described above, and the theory that we will develop in this section, apply much
more generally than to just S#0. We will work with a reduction set S 0 that satisfies certain
propexties that we will introduce as the section progresses; ~#0 will have the desired properties. The
first of these is that S 0 must have trivial replacemenB, which we previously saw was true of S0(>
To understand the next property, review the above expansion of -~7. In the forward direction of
_~#0. the type of the replacement was typeCt.x.M); in the reverse direction, the type of the replacement
was ~dpe([6Vx]M)ctypeO~xJVl). This causes no difficulty, because Sa0 is parameterized freely over all
types. The following definitions capture the essence of this observation.
Definition Oiven S 0, its strata are given by:
S o ~ -" { <P, Q > d ~ 0 : type(P) = u }

[]
Definition

A reduction set S 0 with trivial replacements is uniform (over types) ~ f for types or, ~,

these is a one-one correspondence between S 0 a and ~0,¢, ( Pr. Pc ) ** < Pc, P. ) such that Pc and P.
have the same syntactic shape and the same types for free variables other than p. and p¢.
rq
In order to make this notion completely rigorous, we would have to set up correspondences between
the constants that appear in reductions. For example, we clearly mean that the correspondence in S L
be left (pair pc y) o left (pair pc y). The two appearances of "left" have different type, but there is
only one "left" for each pair of types ~r, type(y). In Sa0, all that is necessary is to change the ~dpe of

"f:

CAx.p¢)q ~, ('Ax.p~,)q. Since well-formedness on types requires only that type(x)=type(q),both

these are legitimate typed expressions.
Throughout this section, the types wiU usually not be affixed to a symbol, Rather, the
correspondences will be indicated by (P, p) o (];, ~), and the types will be clear from context. In
fact, if type(p) = e"1-..¢2, we will always have type(~) = ¢2.

Proposition 4.1 Suppose ~ 0 has trivial replacements and is uniform. Given P "~0 P, and a variable ~.
Then 3JB with the same syntactic shape as P, where P "~0 P"
Proof We work by induction on the length of P "~0 P" If this has length O. then P = p, and we let
P =~~. Otherwise. P -*0 Q -~0 P, and by induction there is ~ "~0 P" The reduction P "¢0 Q takes place
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top level st some sabexpression of ~ this subexpression may be written in the form ~P~ where
(Po, P O ) ~ O • and Q has a subexpression of the form SPo. Compare ~ with Q. This subexpression will
have the same shape, though perhaps different type, and may thus be written ~ where ~3 has the
appropriate type, (/~0. P O ) ~ O (by uniformity), and ~has the same shape as s. Form ~ from ~ by
replacing the subexpression ~ with ~PO~this has the same shape as P.
E]
The ~ given by this Proposition may be used whenever we have P -w0 p; we do not refer to this result

exp]icitiy.
Definition Given a uniform reduction set ~0 with lrivial replacements, its conjugate is ~,~ -'-- u ~
where

~'t~r "={ ( ([kx.M/p]P)q, [Iq/x]M/~]~> : e-~o P' x~FV(M), and type(p) = ¢r }
[]
Note that ~#+ c_~

for any ~{> because p "~o P. The general soundness argument is that:

([kx.MIPIP)q-~o O~x.M)q-~+ [q/x]M (-~0)-l [Iqlx]MI~P
With suitable conditions on ~ > the results for ~p+ can be generalized to ~ 7 ' as we shall see.
For the remainder of this section, we shall let -~ be the top-level reduction induced by the stratum
m.qs, and -~¢ its congruence closure. This gives rise to the family of relations { -~ }t where -%o for the
family is "*'v" We begin supplying the hypotheses for Lemma 3 with the toHowing two results.

Proposition 4.2 For any ¢, { - ~ has finite application.
Proof Given M, "7 does not produce any new types. Thus. any -,~ steps in a derivation of M will
have f among the types of subexpressions of M, and this set is finite.
[]
Proposition 4.3 For any ~, -,¢ has finite degree.
Proof By Proposition 3.5, we need prove only that -,v has finite degree. If M -*v M', then M is an
application MIM2, and there are only a finite number of ways to write M 1 = ~ x . M / p ~ for varying
$, M. and P, not counting choices of variable names for p and elements of Dora(s).
[]
4.3. Linear Expressions
This section introduces one of the restrictions that we shall make on ~0. and provides two basic
results.
Definition An expression P is flnear wrt a variable x d~ x occurs onCe in P, P is linear wrt a set of
variables ~ P is a linear wrt x, Vx~$; P is linear s,r~ a substitution s ~ f P is linear wrt Dora(s). If P is
linear wrt FV(P), we say simply that P is linear.
[]
We ~b~ll be interested in reduction sets with linear patterns. The reader may check that ~L, ~R, ~
and ~ 0 all have linear pat~xns, and that ~p does not. As we defined ~ and ~'r' they do not have
linear patterns. We can change this by fiat.

Definition Let ~

and ~ l d be the previous definitions; redefine ~.~ -'- U ~ , w where

~'r~v -'-"{ (P" Q) ~ ~1#d :Pis linear }
[]
For the ~0 in which we are interested,this redefinitionmakes no difference.
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Proposition 4.4 If ~ 0 has linear patterns, the old and new definitions of ~ 7 yield the same 4"¢.
O
The importmce of the linear property is its connection with substitution. The following is the first
of ~vera] r~."slfltsconcerning reductions into or out of an expression of the form sM.
Lemma 4
Let ~ 0 have linear patterns and trivial replacements, and let N -~0 sM where
Dom(s)NFV(N) = ~ and Mis linear wrt s. Then either:
N =

s'M where s' "*0 s, or

N = ~ / ' where M' 4 0 M and M' is linear wrt s.
O
For the second result, there are some preliminaries.
Definition Given substitutions s and I, so t *=[s( tx) / x]x~ i~m(1).
[2
Proposltlon 4.5 For an expression M with I)om(I) = FV(M): (so t) = (s(t(M)).
r~
Definition P0 is a factor of P deof 3 PI, P : P = [Po/P]P1 • It is called proper ~ f PO ~ P.
D
Definition An expression M is open ~ f F V ( M ) . 4; otherwise, it is closed. A substitution s is open
(tesp., closed) ~ f each element of Range(s) is open (resp., closed).
[]
Definition For an expression P.
T(P) --"{ ~'ype(P0) : P0 is a non-trivial open p r o l ~ factor of e }.
For a sx~bstitution
T(:O -~ { ~ p e ( x ) : x ~ I ~ m ( s ) }
[]
Lemma 5 Let sM = tP where s is open, M is non-trivial and P is linear, Dora(t) = FV(P), and
T(s)~T(P) =: ~b. Then 3u : M = uPand l = T o u .
O
4.4. D e l a y a b i l i t y of -~o
We now have enough machinery to relate "~0, "~B' and -~*t" Suppose we can prove that "~'t is
well-founded.

In this subsection, we show how to conclude that -,0U-~.~ is well-founded.

Since

-*# _c -~, we wftl also have -~0o-~ well-founded.
Proposition 4.6 Let ~ 0 have linear patterns and trivial replacements. Then -~0 is delayabte past -%
v~.a=.
O
Proposition 4.7 Let "*0 have linear and non-trivial patterns and trivial replacements. Assume that
"~-t is well-founded~ Then -~00-~.I is well-founded.
Proof By non-trivial patterns and trivial replacements, -'0 is well-founded, then use the previous
resulL the hypothesis for -~.¢,and Corollary I.
D
In the remainder of the section, then, our sole concern is the well-foundedness of -~.¢.
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4.5. Prime Expressions
Lemma 5 is very useful, but only indirectly. We need a way to characterize T(P) and T(s) so that
we can prove null intersection. The following idea is sufficient for many purposes.
. def
Definition A n expression P is prime ~, for every non-trivial open proper factor N of P : type(N) 3
typeCl').
[]
(Note that P is prime ¢, (~ E T(P) :~ ¢~type(F)).) The relations Sd~~, S T, S L, and S R are all prime;
S p is not. As with the linearity, S ~ and ~ ' t are not prime, but we may redefine them to be so. We
do this after giving the basic result:

Proposition 4.8 Let sM = tP, where s is open, M is non-trivial and P is linear and prime. Suppose
¢rE T(s) has ¢~$type(P). Then 3m M = uP and ! = so u.
Proof T o use Lemma 5, we must verify only that T(s)NT(P) = 4:
¢ a T(P) and ¢ ¢ T(s) . ¢3type(P) and *~3type(P). contradiction.
The reasons are that P is prime, and the hypothesis.
[]
We once again redefine ~'r and its strata.

Definition Given S 0 with trivial replacements, let ~lad be the previous definition of ~ # ,
redefine ~.¢ --" V ~ . ¢ a , where ~.!# & { ( P. Q. )E ~

and

: P i s prime } []

Proposition 4.9 Let S 0 have non-trivial, linear, and prime patterns, and trivial replacements. Then
the old and new definitions of S~ give rise to the same -~'C
o
Throughout the remainder of this section, we will let -~ ~ -~'f~ and % =" _~a.

We close this

tmbsection with a key result and one of its consequences.
L~mma 6 Let sM-% N where M is linear wrt s and ¢ e T(s) =~ e~,'. Then either:
N =~

where M % M'. or

N = x~M where s % x'.
O
Corollary 4 Let s M % Nwbere ¢~ T ( s ) , ~rT~*. Then either:
N = gt/' where M % M ~, or
N -~¢ r'M where s -,¢
O

4.6. Well-foundedness
The m~in result here not only supplies one of the hypotheses for Lemma 3, it also is necessary in
some of the commutativity and delayability results for strata of S~. In this subsection, the term
norma]izable ~11 mean not having an infinite % derivation and will apply t o both expressions and
substitutions. We begin with an auxiliary result.

Proposition 4.10 Given *', s, and M, suppose that r e T(s) ,
normalizable. Then sM is normalizable.
O
This provides a simple proof of the desired result.

¢r ~ ,., and that s and M are
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Proposition #.I1 Let S 0 be uniform with linear and prime patterns.

For any type ~, % is

weU-founded.
Proof By, a simple induction on terms argument, we may reduce the proof to showing the
normalizability of an application N = NIN2, where N 1 and N 2 are normalizable, and at least one step
in the derivation is at top level, i.e.:

N 1 + , ~x,M/p]Pwhere xEFV(M), P-v,op, and type(p) = ¢

.r:2 +,. Q
NIA~ -~v ([Xx.M/p]FgQ .~t" [[Q/x]M/p~]~
Since N 1 ~md N 2 are normalizable, so are Q, M, and P. Since T([Q/x]) = {type(x)} and type(x) c ¢,
the previous result says that [Q/x]M is normalizable, and thus, so is [IQ/x]M/~]. But T([[Q/x]M/~D=
{type~)} ~,nd type~) c ¢. Farther P has the same derivations as P, and is thus normalizable. Again
using the previous result, U Q / x ] M / ~ is no~_a!~7~ble. Thus all derivations from N lead to a
normatizable expression, and N is normalizable.
ra
As a direct consequence of this result and Proposition 4.6, Lemma 3 yields:

Proposition 4.12 For the same ~ 0 as above, and any type ¢, % U+0 is we,-founded.
O
4.7. I r r e d n c i b l e Expressions
It remains to prove positive weak commutativity and delayabflity for the pairs +e,-~¢ and %,+*. For
the pair of.-~,, primalffy is the key for both conditions. For the pair %,+~, we need a sHghtty
different condition. With apologies for the nomenclature:

Definition An expression P is irreducible clodP has no bound variables, and every non-trivial
subexpressJon P0 of P has type(P0) ~ type(P).
ra
Neither prima|ity nor irreducibility implies the other; primality considers fewer subexpressions, but
requires strict ordering on types. The reduction sets ~ 0 . ~L and ~R have irreducible patterns.
Those of ~ I are not irreduc~le, because type(px) ~ typeCAx.px); we shall see later that w-reduction
can be handled without slxatification and conjugation.
Our goal is to "show that we may once again modify the definition of ~,¢a, this time adding the
additional comtraint that "P" be irreducible.

Proposition 4.13 Let ~ 0 have linear and irreducible patterns and trivial replacements. If P -~0 P,
then qs, PO, PO:
e = ~e~ eo +o r~ and ~o = p.

PO is irreducibleand linear wrt s.
0
For the last time:

Definition Given ~0 with trivial replacements, let --,~,#r-~°ldbe the previous definition of ~ v a ' and
redefine [~v -" o~v~,, where:
~iLta "={ { ([Xx.M/p]P)q. [[q/x]M/~]J ~ ) ~ ~
[]

: P is irreducible }
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Proposition 4.14 The new and old definitions of S~ yield the same -}'~.
O

4.8. Commutatlvlty
We first examine the simplest of problems--how might we prove that 40,-}0 is weak commutative?
For the reductions we have been considering, this follows immediately from:
Proposition 4.15 Suppose that -}0 is a function on its domain. Then -}0-}0 is weak commutative.
D
Next, we consider ways of proving that "~0 is weak commutative, for exsmple, how might we prove
this for -}0~>-}jS0? Looking at the rule ~x.p)q "*DOP, it is evident that no matter what is substituted for
p or q, any non top-level ~0-reductlon from the expression w ~ occur within a substituted expression--

Xx.P ~0 anythlng, for any P. This observation motivates:
def
Definition A set of expressions P is independen/., vP, Q E S and substiVations s and t with Dora(s) =
FV(P), if M is a non-trivial proper subexpression of P, then s M , tQ.
ra
It is easily checked that ~ $ 0 U S L U ~ R has independent patterns; if either S p or S~ are adjoined to
this set, independence is lost.

Proposition 4.16 If ~ o has linear independent patterns and if -}O.,0 is weak commutative, then -}C,-}0
is weak commutative.
o
In our applications, -}o will be bounded, and Corollary 2 says that -~>'~0 is commutative.

W e next study the commutafivily of -~B,-~O. This nol only leads to the commutativity of -~+ U-~0it also figures in the proof of delayabiliry in the next subsection.

In order to get the result, we

introdnce another condition.
Definition An expression is anchored der no free variable appears as an opera~or (the first
subexpresslon of an application).
n

Proposition 4.17 Given S 0 ~ ~O0 with linear, irreducible, independent and anchored patterns and
trivial replacement, and "*0,-}0weak commutative. For any I', -,~ U-~O,-}0 is weak commutative.
O

Propositiom 4.18 Under the same conditions as above, and for any type ~':
commutative.
Proof Use Proposition 4.12 and Corollary 2.

(%U'~0)*, "*'0 is

El
Finally, we consider the commutativity relations within ~ .

Proposition 4.19 Given a uniform reduction set S 0 with linear and prime pa~xns.
•,0,-~0 is commutative. For types ¢r, ~r wi~h q ~ f , -,¢,% is positive weak commutative.

Assume that

O

Proposition 4.20 Given a reduction set ~ 0 with irreducible linear pat~ms and trivial replacements.
If ¢ ~ 1-, then %,-}¢ is positive weak commutative.
O
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4.9. D e l s y a b i l i t y
In this section we consider the delayabitily of % past %.
Proposition 4.21 Let S 0 have linear and prime patterns and ~rivial repiacements. Given types ¢, *"
with ¢ ~ It. ~" is delayable past % via %.
O
Proposition 4.22 Let S 0 have linear and irreducible patterns and trivial replacements. Given types
¢,~ with ¢ ~ I', "*r is delayable past -~ via =.
O
4.10. Summary
We now have all the pieces for applying Lemma 3.b. We state the following only to summarize
the resnlts.

Theorem 1 Given ~C. assume:
The patterns of S 0 are linear, prime, irreducible, anchored, and form an
independent set.
"~0 has trivial replacements.

Then -~0U-~Ois well-founded and its reflexive transitive closure is Church-Rosser.
All of the conditions on the patterns of S 0, except for independence, are easily checked by looking at
individual rules; independence is generally not difficult to verify. Since ~j~0 meets all the
requirements, this result gives a new proof of the well-foundedness and Church-Rosser properties of

-'0"
5. Delayability past #-reduction
In this section we consider reductions "~0 that are delayable past B-reduction, and more generally,
past reductions -~1 that can be proved well-founded by the methods of the previous section. Examples
of "~O are .~s and -~p. In each case, the delayability of .~o past "~1 via = follows from Proposition 3.8.
By Propo~fition 3.3, all that we need consider in this section is the delayabili~, of - ~ past -~1 via =.

5.1. ~-reduction
The delayability of -,~ past -~# via = is essentially classical; it is called "postponement" in the
literature, for example, see [1], p. 382. Let "~l = -~#0-~2 where "*2 arises from ~2. We seek a simple
condition on the patterns of ~ 2 that guarantees the delayability o f - ~ past "~1.
def
Definition An expresssion P is vl-delayable ¢, every non-trivial subexpression in operand pofition has a
non-arrow type.
D
Proposlt|on S.! Let ~2 have linear and q-delayable patterns, and "*I -" -~00-~2• Then -~ is delayable
past -,~ U-J via =.
o
In our example, -'2 = "eLU'~R; the only non-trivial subexpression in operand position of a pattern of
RLLI~ R :iS of the form "pair x y". and has type ¢x,-, not an arrow type. Hence, we conclude that
-~#O -~LU "~RU-¢~ is well-founded.
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5.2. X-free Replacements
The delayability of -,p past -,0 follows from the fact that ~p has replacements with the following
property.

Definition An expression Q is ),-free d el for every substitution s, ~'Q is not an abstraction.
D

Proposition 5.2 Let ~ 0 have ~-free replacements. Then -,~ is delayable past .~B.
O
This result shows that -~p can be delayed past -~#--the "Q" in a P-reduction has type ¢xf, not the type
of an abstraction. Since "~I is also delayable past -~#, we have -~U-+p delayable past -~0. The
reduction "~IU-~p reduces the size of the expression, and so it is well-founded. This means that
-~#O%U-~p is well-founded.
The proposition of this subsection is also useful when ~ has
replacements that are applications (which are )~-free regardless of type), but to get delayability of -~0
past "~a' we can no longer rely on Proposition 3.8.

5.3. Pairing Interaction
We still have not shown that -~#U-~I, together with all three pairing reductions, is well-founded.
To show this all we must prove is:

Proposition 5.3 -~ is delayable past .,L u-~R via =.
Proof Consider N - ~ left (pair M 1 M2) .~L MI" The only interesting case is that -~ might supply
*pair M 1 M2". But then .,L leads to the same expression as -*~:
N = left (pair (left (pair M 1 M2)) (right (pair M 1 M2))) .~L left (pair M I M2) _~LM1
The -~p reduction simply disappears, and -¢~ is delayable past .¢L Symmetrically, we can prove that it
is delayable past .,R, and by Proposition 2.1, -,p is delayable past -~Lu-~R via =.
[]
Thus -~p is delayable past -,#O-,LU-,R via =. Since "~I is also, so is -bpU-*~, and this relation is
well-founded. This finally proves the well-foundedness of -~#U-~L U-*R U-~pU-*~.
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